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Pray knowing what you will receive your request and it will be like so. Pray like this:

Quiet your mind and repeat the prayer that best fits your current need and feeling the Great 
Divine Presence working within you. You will have the most precious miracles happen in your life.

God is the only presence and the only power, with which I am one with. The greatness of God in my 
greatness, his intelligence floods my thought process and total being.

I am now united with the universal and most high consciousness mind and power which is the Absolute Presence 
throughout, the infinite I am Presence of all there is. This glory, wisdom, strength, wealth and glory flows through 
me and all issues in my life. This conceptual perspective of the Divine Consciousness gives me absolute control 
over every area of my life. I know that the energy and power of God now penetrates my every atom, tissue, 
muscle, and bone of my being, making me at this very moment and forever perfect. God is life, and this life is my 
life. My faith is renewed; my absolute health and vitality are restored. God speaks and walks in me. He is my 
God: I am one with this Infinite Divine Presence. His truth is my shield and protection; rejoice that it be so. Under 
your care and protection I am and will be confident. My abode is the secret place of the Most High, and I remain 
under the shelter of the Almighty forever.

***

I live in the secret place of the Most High, it resides in my own mind and soul. All the thoughts I hold conform to 
harmony, peace, health, protection, and goodwill. My mind is the abode of happiness, of rejoicing and of a deep 
sense of security. All thoughts that enter my mind contribute to my rejoicing, my peace, great wealth and 
general well-being. I live, I move and I have my total being in the atmosphere of good fellowship, of love and of 
unity. All the people who live in my thoughts are children of God. I am at great peace, in my mind I am one and 
total absolute harmony with all the members of my house, work, community, and all of humanity. The same 
good that I desire for myself, I wish for all. Now I live in the house of God, because He accompanies me forever 
within me. In my world reigns joy, health, wealth, love, protection and the greatest of brotherhoods.

***

I am the expression of God in action. I am divinely oriented in all my ways and I am always in the right place, in 
the perfect moment, doing what I love doing and being wonderfully compensated. My mind is part of the Divine 
mind and as such reflects only the divine wisdom and intelligence. The ideas of God develop within my mind in 
perfect sequence. I am always calm, balanced, calm and in peace, for I know that God shows me the perfect 
solution to all situations and needs in my life.

***

I believe in my heart that I can predict harmony, health, peace, prosperity, and excellent success in all my 
finances and businesses. Now I synchronize in my mind the concepts of peace, harmony, orientation, fortune and 
Divine progress. I believe and I know that these thoughts - seeds - will grow and manifest in my experiences. I am 
a gardener; what I sow, I will harvest. I plant the divine thoughts - seeds - and these wonderful seeds of fortune, 
health, harmony, prosperity, peace and goodwill will produce a magnificent harvest automatically. Nurture and 
sustain these seeds regularly and systematically, thinking with love and trust in them. I know that my 
subconscious mind is a bank that multiplies and enlarges how much I deposit. I will collect in great peace the fruit 
of the wonderful seeds that I deposit today. I make these real thoughts feeling the reality of them. I believe in 
the law of increase in the same way that the seeds deposited in the earth arise multiplied thirty, sixty, and a 
hundred times. Like seeds, my thoughts rise above the earth - they become objective - like circumstances, 
experiences, and events for my total good and that of everyone around me. I often think of the Great Power of 
God that nourishes these seeds within my mind and I accept their success in me.

***

Peace is found in the center of my being and this peace comes from God. In this presence I feel its strength, its 
orientation and love of its holy presence in me. I am divinely guided in all behavior. I am a clear channel of love, 
of light, the truth and the beauty of God flows through me. I know that all my problems or conflicts dissolve in 
the mind of God that vibrates within me. I forgive all those who try to hurt or send discord towards me, radiating 
extreme blessings, love and peace to their Divine Self. All my relationships are harmonious, full of love, 
understanding and hope for all. The Divine Light in me fills me with his love and he blesses everyone for me.
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I believe in my heart that I can predict harmony, health, peace, prosperity and excellent success in all my personal 
affairs, relationships and life in general. Now I synchronize in my mind the concepts of peace, harmony, orientation, 
plus Divine and mutual respect. I believe and I know that these thoughts - seeds - will grow and manifest in my 
experiences. I am a gardener; what I sow, I will harvest. I plant the divine thoughts - seeds - and these wonderful seeds 
of excellent health, harmony, understanding of all around me, peace and goodwill will produce a magnificent harvest 
automatically. I nurture and sustain these seeds regularly and systematically, thinking with great peace and blessings 
towards  them. I know that my subconscious mind is a bank that multiplies and enlarges how much I deposit. I will 
collect in great the fruit of the wonderful seeds that I deposit today. I make these real thoughts feeling the reality of 
them. I believe in the law of increase of goodness in my life in the same way that the seeds deposited in the earth arise 
multiplied thirty, sixty and a hundred times. Like seeds, my thoughts rise above the earth - they become objective - like 
circumstances, experiences and events for my total good and that of everyone around me. I often think of the Great 
Power of God that nourishes these seeds within my mind and I accept their success in all of the issues of my life.

***

My business and affairs are the same business and affairs of God. God is my partner in each of my companies. God 
makes my business and affairs prosper in an extraordinary way. I proclaim that all those who work with me are the 
spiritual links in our mutual growth, well-being, and prosperity. I know this, I believe in it and I rejoice in its success and 
the happiness it imparts to all of us. I solve all my problems by believing that the infinite and Divine intelligence within 
my subconscious mind reveals to me the correct answer that I need to know at all times. I remain in peace and 
tranquility. I am surrounded by peace, love and harmony. I know that all my business relationships and in all my affairs 
with related people go according to the law of harmony and understanding. Divine intelligence always shows me how 
best to serve, help and improve my service to my clients and partners, thus increasing our greater harmony. I know 
that God lives in all of them, we work in total harmony and understanding with everyone so that happiness, prosperity, 
and peace always reign supreme.

***
_____________________________________________ (Full Name of the Person indicated)

is known to the Divine Mind, Absolute Presence and All There Is that IS God in Total and Complete action and that 
knows all, exists through all and is everything in all things. The Wonderful Presence and Absolute Mighty and 
Divine Power of the Almighty Essence that created him/her knows how to heal, cure and restore him/her to his/her 
optimal health and wellbeing. There is a river of light and peace that saturates _______________________ (First Name 
of the Person indicated) entire being. The wonderful and miraculous Divine presence vibrates through 
_____________________ (First Name) leading him/her to their absolute health and perfection. So I decree through the 
Divine Presence at hand that at this very moment, the infinite essence of God is working  a dynamic miraculous healing  
process through him/her, so that each of the atoms of his/her being vibrate to the eternal presence of God that lives 
through him/her. The healing IS COMPLETE! AMEN!
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For your convenience you can contact me below for a highly interactive intervention session and use of the many tools 
available to take your life journey to its highest level of development.  

Make an appointment, set meeting and/or pay for services safely, directly and easily from this site: 
https://live.vcita.com/site/7dc1fefe

You are cordially invited to visit our website: www.revbarbysoliman.guru Reach me directly at 305 788-4360

https://live.vcita.com/site/7dc1fefe
http://www.revbarbysoliman.guru/

